Lateral diffusion of proteins in membranes.
Membrane protein lateral diffusion can be constrained in several ways: Diffusion can be slower than that predicted for a simple, fluid lipid bilayer; diffusion can be confined to certain regions within the total membrane; and diffusion may not be equally probable in all directions, i.e. it may be anisotropic. We know that protein diffusion is reduced by increasing concentrations of membrane proteins and by interactions of the diffusant with structure(s) peripheral to the membrane. The molecular nature of such peripheral constraints has been difficult to pinpoint, but attention is now being directed to the extracellular matrix in addition to the membrane-associated cytoskeleton. There are many proteins that are confined to lateral domains in differentiated, isolated cells and in cells organized into tissue. The mechanisms that maintain such inhomogeneous distributions should be elucidated in the next few years. Whether lateral diffusion of membrane proteins over distances of a few micrometers is usually isotropic or anisotropic will be ascertained in the near future using imaging methods combined with photobleaching.